e-Business Cloud
Reporting
Amalto’s e-Business Cloud provides meaningful
reports and insights to analyze and better
manage your business. It allows you to easily
account for every quote, order, ﬁeld ticket,
invoice and more to gain access to real-time
data that drives your business so that you can
not only make better decisions but deliver
better service.

Report Types: Gain Access to Real
Time Data

Use Reports for Better
Business Management
Analyze what goes through your Amalto
e-Business Cloud solution such as invoices,
POs, and more to see how invoices are broken
down by customers, business units & locations
along with what invoices have been delivered,
rejected, or missing attachments.
Additional ways the reports can be used:
Invoice Analysis Reports
DSO Analysis Reports
Custom Reports can be built based on clients
requirements

Report Formats:
Online Graphical Reports
Downloadable Excel Reports

View invoice amounts & counts billed each
day/week/month/year, sales order creation
to invoice time, sales order volumes by sales
person, any exceptions - sales orders not
invoiced
Actionable exception reports based on
invoice status
Calculate your invoice success rate to track
the time spent between creating the invoice
and delivering it to the customer

Features & Beneﬁts
Gives you the visibility needed to analyze
and better manage your business with
meaningful reports and insights
View KPIs to determine your success rate
Provides multiple types of conﬁgurable
reports
Downloadable Excel reports
Scheduled Email reports

Seamless Integration with
Amalto Products
View your reports on any device (Desktop
Computer, Laptop, Tablet, or Mobile Device)
through your web browser.
Some of reports available through the
Amalto iOS app, which also links to the
apple watch.

Displayed in email body and/or as an
attachment (Excel, CSV, PDF, etc.)
Investigative reporting and dynamic alerts

About Amalto
Amalto is the Order to Cash company that
provides innovative, fully-managed solutions
enabling B2B integration and electronic
document exchange services. We leverage
state-of-the art technologies to facilitate the
exchange of invoices and other important
business documents between B2B Trading
Partners in a quick, secure and cost-eﬀective
manner. Regardless of the complexity of the

exchange process, the type of document, or
diverseness of back-oﬃce systems, Amalto
has the expertise to implement the right
solution. Our seasoned professionals possess
complementary expertise and a broad range
of experience in e-business. We apply this vast
knowledge by recommending perfectly adapted
and innovative solutions to transform your way
of doing business.
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